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Goals by HC Lev Praha in 
the game against Doneck



Goal 2-0



Reason of losing - no pressure on the full 
ice

NZ, Praha goes 2-3 situation, Backcheckers from 
Doneck are working, but not good enough, distance

Free player



1st part
Praha makes speed over NZ, great transition behavior, 

no pressure from Doneck, all five players go offense

Puckcarrier 
makes 
speed



2nd part
Each player from Doneck is looking for the puck and not 

the player, no pairs, stick checks, skating, distance

???



3rd part
Doneck is everywhere, but also nowhere, no real coverage, 
also player 2 stays in the view of the goalie, he sees nothing
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4th part
1-1 situation

Don´t stop 
skating, 

protect the 
stick,play the 

body, stay 
inside



5th part
D is out, he lost 1-1

lost 1-1!



6th part
Unlucky scene for Doneck

This player lost the puck, cannot 
get the puck unter control

This player of Praha 
is free, hungry to 

score



7th part
Lev Praha can score without to be really challenged, opened defense of 
Doneck, no good positiong, good skills of Praha. No chance for goalie.
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Goalie cannot see the puck



Goal 3-0



1st part
Again no positing or optimal distance to the opponent



2nd part
No slot protection present, no house protection



3rd part
Five players of Doneck cannot support own goalie



4th part
Very good puck protection

Feets are 
still, B-

checker has 
to skate



5th part
D´s are to far away from the player, he can play the puck

2-1????



6th part
1-3 free slot situation, no puck or body control



7th part
Goalie has the puck, but who has to have the rebound?

Stick or player?, 1-4????



8th part
Crosscheck from behind comes to late

Last chance D



9th part
Much more unbelievable picture, situation 1-5
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Resumé HC Lev-Doneck
• Lev Praha could play very 

strong 2nd period 

• present in slot, still moving 

• Doneck didn´t play body, not 
experienced in the play-offs 

• Lev Praha has very good 
skilled players 

• goals, that cannot happen


